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Abstract. This study aims to analyze the rationality and application of strict liability for environmental offenses in the Environmental Protection and Management Act of Indonesia. The strict liability set out in this law expressly applies only to civil cases and covers the possibility that it may be used in criminal matters. Normative legal research complemented by a statutory and conceptual approach was used. The results showed that it generally applies to regulatory offenses aimed at protecting the public interest. This doctrine is necessary to improve the long-term and prevents harm to people or the environment. The absence of mental element proof should be limited to offenses that are characterized by the administrative dependence of criminal law, which is reflected in the abstract and concrete endangerment models. The offense is formulated as formal offense by eliminating the element of the perpetrator’s culpability, and it is therefore not necessary to prove it.
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1. Introduction

Generally, a crime consists of both physical and mental elements. The first is characterized by active (commission) or passive actions (omission), the way they are performed, the consequences that cause damage, and the circumstances associated with the execution of prohibited actions [1]. The second refers to culpability of the actors that take various forms in an offense formula such as intentionally, with intent, knowingly, willfully, recklessly, or with criminal negligence [2]. This mental element can only be directed towards actions and their consequences which is obtained in most Modern Criminal Code. In its development, mental elements are not required in imposing criminal sanctions. In certain cases based on the concept of strict liability, the defendant can even be held liable and convicted of an act committed without the need of proving guilty [3].

Furthermore, it is often associated with public welfare offense (regulatory offenses) which eliminates the element of perpetrators’ fault to protect the public from avoiding danger. However, this concept is characterized by mild criminal threats, low community stigma, and generally includes arrangements related to industry activities [4]. Precisely, there are eight types of criminal activities including regulatory offenses, such as a) illegal sales of intoxicating liquor, b) sales of impure or adulterated food or drugs c) sales of misbranded articles, d) violations of anti-narcotics acts, e) criminal nuisances (consisting of annoyances or injuries to public health, safety, repose or comfort, obstructions of highways), f) violations of traffic regulations, g) violations of motor-vehicle laws, and h) violations of general police
regulations, passed for the safety, health, or well-being of the community [5]. This study analyzes the application of strict liability in environmental crime. This is important because its provision in Law Number 32 Year 2009 concerning Environmental Protection and Management Act (EPMA) only applies to civil cases as formulated in Article 88. Meanwhile, most of the offenses against this law are essentially an administrative violation which in the formulation does not include a mental element of crime [6].

The first part of this study explores the theoretical concept of strict liability in criminal law. However, not all experts agree to apply it but can still be used for certain criminal acts. The second part explains the reasons for its application in environmental offenses, which requires intertwinning between administrative and criminal law [7]. Most of them are also related to administrative violations such as permits.

The last part analyzes the application of strict liability to environmental offenses. The research argues that the concept of res ipsa loquitur (the thing speaks for its self) is inadequate to serve as a basis for applying it to environmental offenses. However, the EPMA includes an intentional element that was formulated materialily. Therefore, the study offers a strict liability implementation in the context of the criminalization models based on environmental harms, especially abstract and concrete endangerment. In both models, violations threatened by criminal sanctions are generally related to administrative violation since it does not require damages.

2. Methods

This study is a normative legal study that focuses on the application of strict liability for environmental offenses in EPMA. The offense formulation in the Act is reviewed and selected following its regulatory character since the mental element has the potential not to be proven. This study is complemented by the use of a statutory and conceptual approach, of which the first shows legal norms that contain the offense formulation. However, to know which offenses do not require proof of perpetrators, the strict liability doctrine and criminalization-based environmental loss models should be examined, especially abstract and concrete endangerment. Furthermore, legal issues in studies are analyzed qualitatively through data reduction, presentation, and conclusions used simultaneously.

3. Result and Discussion

3.1 The Nature of Strict Liability

Strict liability does not need to prove the perpetrator's culpability against one or more of the actus reus [8] since it is no longer considered as partial or total crimes. However, the fact that a commission or an omission offense has been committed needs to be proven. Within the criminal law, it is used for crimes that do not require the perpetrator's fault or a mental element following its occurrence [9].

L.B. Curzon argues that there are several reasons why this element should not be proven since ensuring respect for the rules guiding the good of the community is important. Therefore, proving the existence of criminal action (mens rea) will be difficult for violations related to social welfare due to the high level of danger posed by the act in question [10].
There are many factors of the legislators which determine the use of strict liability in criminal law, because of, (1) characteristics of a crime, (2) threatened punishment, (3) the absence of social sanctions (obloquy (4) certain damage caused, (5) scope of activities performed, and (6) the formulation of certain verses and their context in law [11]. These six factors demonstrate the importance of public concern in behaviors that need to be avoided by applying strict liability to public safety, the environment, and economic interests, including consumer protection [12].

Strict liability is most often used for public welfare offenses where criminal sanctions are generally mild such as fines and short imprisonment [13]. It is applied when the court concludes that the evidence of the action element leads to a definitive conclusion of finding it hard to prove the perpetrator's culpability. However, in cases related to violations of public welfare or regulatory offenses, the difficulty in proving is the basis for justifying the application of strict liability, in addition to the fact that the violated act is under public rules that have serious threats to health and safety [14].

The doctrine of the public welfare offense was formed during the industrial revolution to impose tougher obligations on industry, commerce, property, or other activities that have an impact on public health, safety, and welfare. Strict liability requires two driving factors to improve the implementation of regulatory offenses. First, individual fault-proof requirements will weaken the burden of the criminal justice system. Second, in many violations of regulatory offenses, the fault-proof is quite difficult. Since the existence of some new types of criminal acts is not intentionally required, legislators begin to criminalize regulatory offenses although limited to certain areas [15].

Strict liability is based on three objectives. First, social objectives such as healthy and clean food and drinks, surviving fires, workplace safety as well as in traffic orientation. Second, they can be better achieved through the types of criminal acts that do not require to prove the perpetrator's culpability to maximize social prevention. Third, strict liability is assumed only based on utilitarianism, when the criminal threat for a corresponding crime is low [16].

One of the goals of criminal law is to prevent loss in society. The criminal justice system seeks to convict perpetrators that socially violate the 'normal' behavior [17]. In this context, strict liability is primarily based on the utilitarianism argument of promoting effective regulation of activities in various public and important places [13]. Furthermore, it causes people to be more careful in their behavior to prevent the effect of (one's) actions in the future. It also creates a high standard of public behavior in the hope that the public will show increased responsibility and behave more cautiously in certain areas. Therefore, it can prevent harm to others or property [13].

Not all experts agree that strict liability is used in criminal cases with the reason that they do not require the perpetrators' mistakes proof since they cause controversy [18]. In addition, it violates the fundamental principles of criminal law, where the imposition of its sanctions is only valid when the defendant's mistake has been proven [2]. Therefore, even though strict liability will be applied in criminal cases, it should be limited only to offenses in the malum prohibitum category, because the evil nature of an act is not inherent, solely because the law prohibits [19].

3.2 Rationale for Strict Liability

Strict liability is regularly used in the environmental offense, and this is justified by several reasons. This offense can lead to long term dangers and they are difficult to repair directly or indirectly. This danger shifts the focus from protecting individual to public
Interests. However, the use of strict liability in this context only transfer full responsibility of the hazard to people that can prevent the loss [20].

Hazardous and toxic waste (B3) discharged into the environment without authorization can potentially have uncontrolled effects with B3 migration below the surface. It harms human health and the environment. The application of strict liability is justified because unauthorized storage and disposal of B3 waste, regardless of the precautions taken, can lead to enormous environmental losses in the form of water pollution [21]. The absolute responsibility to think and have knowledge of these actions can potentially harm others or the environment, such as damage and degradation of ecosystems, species extinction, climate change, and global warming, environmental pollution, as well as the increased mortality rate in animals [22]. B3 waste discharged into the environment through safety procedures and processes also increases the incidence of respiratory illnesses and reduces the overall quality of the earth's atmosphere. The impact can be felt long after the perpetrators dispose these materials [23].

Strict liability on environmental offenses is also based on the argument that the legal interests to be protected are not only humans and the environment but also future generations. The current generation does have full control over all the natural resources on earth. However, the right of future generations to have equal rights and access to healthy environmental quality should not be compromised. [21] Meanwhile, the environment is also considered as an independent legal interest since it is a victim of crime, therefore, humans need to obey nature (the environment) [24].

The offenses in the EPMA are mostly related to violations of administrative obligations such as authorization. Therefore, it depends on fulfilling the conditions set by or the provisions contained in administrative regulations set out in Articles 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 109, 110, 111, and 114. The offenses are categorized as administrative dependent crimes for three reasons. First, it is a formal offense that focuses on the prohibited acts, and not the consequences. Second, the prohibited actions are not shameful, but because they are prohibited by law (legally wrong). Third, the essence of offense in this study relates to violation permits for authorization. Therefore, the administrative nuance is thicker since some requirements need to be fulfilled prior to performing certain actions. Violations of these requirements are categorized as criminal offenses [25].

Mental/mistakes elements were not explicitly stated in the offenses formulation, and they are considered to be proven by the prohibited acts. Therefore, there is no obligation for the public prosecutor to prove the mental element. Its absence in the strict liability context requires everyone including corporations to be more careful in performing actions that can endanger the environment [20].

3.3 Applying Strict Liability for Environmental Offenses

Environmental offenses stipulated in the EPMA consist of formal and material delict. Formal offenses are regulated from Articles 100 to 111 and from Articles 113 to 115, and they are mostly administrative-dependent. On the contrary, material offenses are regulated in Articles 98, 99, and 112. The criminal law in the first two articles has been separated from the administrative independence of environmental criminal law. When the perpetrator's actions have caused environmental damage or pollution, criminal sanctions can be imposed immediately even though they are not against the law.

Strict liability can be applied to formal offenses with substance in the form of administrative’s violation requirements such as a permit/license. However, its implementation in material offenses will cause some problems. In many cases, environmental damage or pollution only occurs long after the prohibited acts have been committed. It is very difficult to
prove the causal relationship (causality) in environmental cases because they are varied, chained, and complex as well as involving many variables especially in pollution [26]. The criminal threat in material offenses at the EPMA is also very severe in the form of imprisonment years of at least 5 and at most 15 as well as fines of at least 5 billion and a maximum of 15 billion. The severity of this criminal threat contradicts the strict liability character that mostly related to regulatory offenses.

According to the study, its implementation needs to pay attention to the criminalization models-based on environmental harm, especially the abstract and concrete endangerment models since they do not require to prove culpability of the actors. The prohibited actions on both models are all formulated as formal offenses, while the substance is in the form of administrative requirements' violation. The first model criminalizes offenses towards administrative obligations [27]. The criminal law is enforced immediately after violating an administrative law sequel to the occurrence of a real loss or threat of violation. This model restricts criminal acts without involving direct contact between contaminated material and the environment [26].

Environmental offenses of the first model include 'conducting business activities (UKL-UPL) without having an environmental permit in Article 109', 'preparing EIA without having a competency certificate of its compiler in Article 110', and 'issuing an environmental permit without being equipped with UKL-UPL (Environmental Management Efforts (UKL) and Environmental Monitoring Efforts (UPL)) or issuing a business authorization without being equipped with an environmental permit in Article 111'. However, the offenses without involving direct contact between contaminated material and the environment do not require proof of loss threat.

The second model does not require proof of actual loss, but sufficient in proving the threat of loss and actions performed unlawfully [28]. Criminalization in this model is performed to prevent the loss of both humans and the environment [29]. Therefore, this model emphasizes that emissions or pollution can cause damage and need to be proven since they are performed unlawfully. As long as the administrative regulations are followed, the law is not considered a criminal offense when it is legally enforced. In contrast, it is qualified as a crime when committed illegally [30]. Furthermore, it directly protects ecological values, but its existence depends on administrative regulations [30].

The offenses in the second model criteria include 'releasing and distributing genetic engineering products to environmental media that contradict the permit in Article 101', 'violating the wastewater and emission-quality standard in Article 100', 'conducts B3 waste management without permission in Article 102', 'produces B3 waste and does not conduct management in Article 103', and 'dumps waste material into the environmental media without permission in Article 104'. These offenses relate to direct contact between the contaminated material and the environment. Furthermore, there is evidence that actions are performed against the law and threaten environmental damage/pollution.

Strict liability can be applied to these offenses considering that they have been formulated as formal offense that do not require the causation. The absence of a criminal offense also depends on administrative requirements. Therefore, the administrative nuance is very thick with regulatory offenses, and it does not include mental elements such as intention or negligence. In addition, the defendant can be convicted when proven guilty of prohibited acts without authorization. The method of formulating prohibited acts also shows that the intentions of the perpetrators already exist when they commit them. Although, it does not need to be proven, such as managing B3 waste, and dumping it to environmental media without
permission. These actions are generally performed by corporations since they have the potential to harm both humans and the environment.

4. Conclusion

Strict liability is often used in offenses aimed at protecting public interests which endanger human safety/health and the environment. The use of this doctrine on environmental offenses correlates with its position as an independent legal interest that prioritizes the prevention of hazards. Also, the implementation of strict liability needs to be limited in the EPMA only to offenses dependent on the criminal law as in the abstract and concrete endangerment models. Their offenses are generally related to waste/emissions discharged into the environmental media without permission. They are also formulated as formal offenses, where the perpetrators' mental element is not included in the formula. Therefore, it does not need to be proven.
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